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In this paper, we establish the theorems of existence of an almost periodic 
solution of an almost periodic neutral functional differential equation and its 
disturbed systems by Liapunov functional. (3 1992 Academic PW, IIIC. 
Hale [l] and Yoshizawa [2] established existence theorems of an 
almost periodic solution of RFDE with bounded lag by Liapunov func- 
tional, resp. Up to now, we have not seen existence theorems of almost 
periodic solution about Neutral Functional Differential Equation, NFDE. 
It is our aim that we establish existence theorem of almost periodic NFDE 
by Liapunov functional. And, our results generalize corresponding results 
of [l-3]. 
We consider NFDE 
and its product systems 
; Dx, =f(t, x,), ; DYt =f(c Y,). (I)* 
Consider disturbed systems 
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and its product systems 
f Dx, =f(f, x,) + h(t), f Qr =.I”(6 Y,) + h(t) 
$ Dx, =f(k x,) + w(4 xt), -$ QY! =f(c Yt) + W(h Y,), (3)* 
where h: R + R” is continuous, f, g: R x C --t R” is continuous, and f, g are 
local Lipschitzian in rp. C = C( [ - r, 01, R”). For x, E C, we define x,(0) = 
x( t + e), 8 E C-r, 01. Suppose 1 .I denotes the norm in R”. For cp E C, we 
define 1~1 =sup- _ _ r<B<O Ie$Ql. &=9(O)-g(q), g: C-t R” is linear 
continuous, i.e., 
where ~(0) is II x n bounded variation matrix function. Suppose there is a 
continuous nondecreasing function I(s), s E [0, r], 1(O) = 0, such that 
In this paper, we always suppose as follows: h: R + R” is an almost 
periodic function. For 0 < H* Q co, f, g: R x C,. -+ R” are almost periodic 
in t uniformly for cp E CH* (about its definitions and properties, see [3-5]), 
and for a > 0, there is n(a) > 0, such that we have 
MC CPM d n(a), lql<a and (t,cp)~RxC”*. 
Under the above condition, it is easy to know that there is a unique 
solution of (1) through initial value (a, cp) E R x CH*, and the solution is 
continuous in (t, (T, cp). At the same time, when Ix,((T, cp)l <H-c H*, 
x,(x, cp) exists on [0, +co) (see [6, 71). 
Suppose C( [z, +a), R”) denotes the set that consists of continuous func- 
tion H: [z, +co ) -+ R”, where T is a fixed number. For HE C( [z, + cc ), R”), 
consider 
Dx, = Dx, + H(t) - H( CI), t>a>T 
(4) 
x,=cp. 
Let x(a, cp, H)(t), t Z (T, denotes a solution of (4). 
DEFINITION [S]. Suppose X c C( [z, +co ), R”). We say the operator D 
is uniformly stable with respect o 2 if there are constants K, A4 such that 
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for any cp E C, c E CL +oo) and HE %, the solution ~.(a, cp, H) of (4) 
satisfies 
IXl(fl> cp, w <K ICPI + M. sup IMu) - H(a)l. (5) 
a<u<r 
LEMMA 1 [S]. If D is a uniformly stable operator with respect to 
C( [z, OO), R”), then there are positive constants a, b, c, d such that for any 
he C( [T, +co), R”), CT E [z, +co), the solution x(a, cp, h) of the equation 
Dx, = h(t), t>a, x,=cp 
satisfies 
Ix~((T, cp, h)l < e-a(‘pa) b ( Id +c.~w, Ih(u)O+d~ SUP Ih(u)l~ t 2 0. 
- . ri<u<r 
(6) 
Furthermore, the constants a, b, c, d can be chosen so that for any s E [a, cc ). 
(x,(cr, q, h)l <e-““-“‘(b 1~1 +c. sup Ih(u + d. SUP lb4 (7) 
B<UGf a<u<r 
for t>s+r. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose D is a stable operator (for its definition, see [6] or 
[7]). Zf Eq. (1) has solution u(t), u,=cp, Iu,j 6H< H*, tE [to, p), then 
closure cl{u,; t E [to, p)} is a compact set in C. 
Proof: For any t > 0, we have 
DU t+r = %+r + .i,;:: f(s> 4 4 
and 
Du, = Dv + j-’ f(s, u,) ds, 
10 
Hence, we obtain 
Vt, t+ T E [to, D) 
vt E [to, PI. 
rrt+r 
D(uI+~-uI)=D(u,~+~-(P)+ 1 1 , f(s, u,)ds- j(;+‘f(s, u,)ds]. 
From (5), we know 
Iu r+r-4 GKlu,,+,-cpl +Wff).M.~, for t, t + t E [t,, p). 
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For any E b-0, there exists 6 > 0, so that Iu,~+~ - cpj < &/2K, 
%n(H)r < s/2M, for 0 <z < 6. Thus, Iu,+, - u,I <E, for 0 Q T < 6 and any t, 
t+ze [to, fl), i.e., U, is uniformly continuous on [to, fi). Since U, is 
uniformly bounded, we know that cl{ u,; t E [to, /I)} is compact set in C by 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem [9, p. 921. This is the end. 
Let AP = { cp E C(R, R”); q(t) is an almost periodic function}. For /I > 0 
and N>O, we define BP,,= (REAP 1 Iv(t)\ <fl, tER; jcp(tl)--(t,)l< 
N Jr, - tz\, for t,, t,E R and mod(cp)cmod(f, g)}. 
From the proof of a lemma in [lo], we obtain 
LEMMA 3. For fi > 0 and N> 0, B, N is a compact set in Banach space 
C,(R, R”) (where C,(R, R”) is the set that consists of bounded continuous 
functions from R to R”, and its norm is supremum norm 11 -/I “). Furthermore, 
tf cp E B, n and t E R, then g(t, cp,) E AP and is bounded uniformly for 
~IEB~,~ and tER. 
From the condition that g is local Lipschitzian in cp and Lemma 2, we 
know that there is a K>O, such that for any cp, $ E B, N, and t E R, we 
have Id& cP)-g(t, $11 <Rlcp-$1. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose D is a stable operator, and Eq. (1) has a solution 
t(t), It,1 6 H< H*, t 20. Zf t(t) is asymptotic almost periodic (about its 
definition, see [3, 5]), then Eq. (1) has an almost periodic solution. 
Proof According to Lemma 2, W = cl{ 5, ; t >, 0} is a compact set in C. 
Since f(t, cp) is almost periodic in t uniformly for cp E CM*, there exists 
{cr,}, ak+ co as k + co, so that f(t +a,, cp)+ f(t, cp) uniformly on Rx W 
as k -+ co. Because t(t) is asymptotic almost periodic, t(t) = p(t) + q(t), 
where p(t) is an almost periodic function, and q(t) -+ 0 as t + co. We may 
suppose (if necessary, find subsequence) p(t + tlk) -+ p*(t) uniformly on R 
as k + cc. Thus, p*(t) is an almost periodic function (see [6]). It is easy 
to know that for any compact set Kc R, q(t + ak) -+ 0 uniformly on t E K 
as k -+ co. Therefore, for fixed t E R, we have 
lim It,+.,-PTI =O, 
k-m 
lim 1[,,-po*) =O. 
k-m 
By continuity of D, we obtain 
lim X,,,, = DP:, 
k+cs 
lim Dt,, = Dp$. 
k-m 
Since f(t+ak,(P)‘f(t,(P) uniformly on Rx W as k+co and f is 
continuous, we have 
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Using Lebesgue control convergence theorem, we obtain 
= DP,* + j-i fb, pJ*) ds 
for fixed t E R. Thus, p*(t) is almost periodic solution of Eq. (1). This is the 
end. 
Suppose V: R + x C,. x C,. -+ R’ continuous. We define the derivation 
of V alone solution of ( 1) * as 
%*(t, % $I= ,F+ f Ii vtt + h, xt+/z(t, cp), Yr+h(t, $1) - vt, P, $11, 
where (x(t, cp), y(t, $)) is a solution of(l)* through (t, (cp, II/)), q, + E C,*. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose D is a stable operator, and there is V: R+ x C,* x 
C H. + R f continuous that satisfies as follows: 
(i) ~((D~-D~1)6V(t,cp,II/)~u(lcp-~I), u,v~cZP, v(O)=0 
(ii) I~~~,cpl,ICI,~-~~~,cp~,11/~~l~~~I~~,-~~~l+I~~~-~ICI~Il~ 
L>Ofor (t,(Pi,IC/i)ERfxCH*xCH’, i==1,2 
(iii) V;,,*(t, 40,$)< -coV(t,~,ll/), co>0 con& (t,(~, $)ER+ x 
Cp x c,.. 
ZfEq. (1) has a solution t(t), I(,[ 6 H< H*, t 3 to, then Eq. (1) has a unique 
almost periodic solution p(t) which is uniformly asymptotic stable, and 
mod(p)cmod(f). Furthermore, if f(t+w,cp)=f(t,q), (t,q)~RxC~*, 
then Eq. (1) has w-periodic solution. 
Proof: Suppose a, b, c, d are the numbers in Lemma 1. The proof is 
divided into four steps as follows: 
(1) Prove that Eq. (1) has an almost periodic solution. 
We may suppose to = 0. Define W, = cl{ 5,; t 3 0}, then WI is a compact 
set by Lemma 2. Let a = {a,}, a, + 00 (n -+ GO), be any sequence. We may 
suppose (an} is increase (if necessary, find subsequence). Because f(t, cp) is 
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almost periodic in t uniformly for cp E CH*, we may suppose f(t + II,, (p) (if 
necessary, find subsequence) converge uniformly on R x W, as n -+ co. 
Therefore, for any E > 0 (E < H), there is lo = &(E, W, ), so that when 
m>k>l,, we have akar and 
2l~fC”“~[b +l(r)c] < 42 
and 
Lot+% cP)-f(t+%z, cp)l6 
u( &/2d) .cg 
2L ’ 
for (2, cp)~Rx W,. 
Consider functional V’( t, 5,) t, + a, ~ & t 2 0, m > k > I,, 
V’(t, 5,, tt+,,-,,I 
d -coV(t, 50 l,+a,--ak)+ 
u( E/24 cg 
2 , for t>O. 
Using differential inequality, we obtain 
V(t, tt, St+a,--ak)<e-cor 
[ 
v/(0, &I, t,.&@p 1 
+ 4@4 
2 ’ 
for t>O. 
For the above E > 0, there is T> 0, so that when t > T, we have 
e u(@d) -(‘%(2zI) < ~ 
2 
Thus, when t 3 T, we have 
V(t, 5,, r t + z, - .,I d 4W). 
Hence, we obtain 
lW<,- 5 ,+.,-,,)I ~@d, Vt> T. 
By (7) in Lemma 1, we have 
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There is I,, so that for any t E R +, we have t + CI,, > T. Thus, we obtain 
15 f + a,, + ‘xi -tf+z,,+%,I GE, VtERi, m3k>l,, 
i.e., v(t) = t(t + a,,) is asymptotic almost periodic function (see [3, 51). It 
is easy to see that r(t) is an asymptotic almost periodic funbction. By 
Theorem 1, we know that Eq. (1) has an almost periodic solution p(t). 
(2) Prove that p(t) is uniformly stable for t > t, (to E R). 
For any E > 0 (E < H* -H), we find 6: bd < 42 and u(6) < &[E/~(c + d)]. 
For any t,eR, vgCH*, ](~---p,~l 6, let x(t)=x(t,,cp)(t) be a solution of 
Eq. (1) through (to, cp). For fixed p, W,=cl{x,; CE [to, fl)} ucl{p,; TV R} 
is a compact set in C by lemma. Since f(t, cp) is almost periodic in t 
uniformly for cp E C,, , there is r , 2 0, z, + t, 3 0, such that 
Therefore, 
V’(t + TI 9 x,, P,) 
=,5+; CV(t+51+h,x,+h,P,+h)-V(t+ZlrXt,P,)l 
6 -CoV~+~,,x,, p,)+ 4Cd2(C + 41 co 2 ’ vt E Cl09 S). (8) 
Using differential inequality, we obtain 
ut + *19 x,9 P,) 
<e-co(rprO) V(tO+~l,~,,, pro)- 442(C + 41 d@(C + 41 \ 
[ 2 
1 + 
2 
<v(6) + 4~/2(Cf41 <u E 2 ’ [ 1 2(c+d)’ 
VIE Cr,, B). 
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Thus, we have 
Using (6) in Lemma 1, we obtain 
By the arbitrariness of /?, we have 
i.e., p(t) is uniformly stable. 
(3) Prove that p(t) is quasi-uniformly asymptotic stable for t 3 to 
(to E W. 
Since p(t) is uniformly stable, there is do > 0, so that when 1~ - p,J < do, 
Ix,(t,,q)--p,l<Ej (<If*-H), tat, (R>O const.). Let x,=xl(tO,~). 
Thus, W, = cl{x,; te [to, co)}ucl{p,;t~R} is compact set in C by 
Lemma 2. For any E > 0 (E < R), there is z2, t2 + to > 0, so that 
lf(t+~2,cp)-f(f, CPM <“y.co> V(t, cp)~Rx W,. 
Using (8), we have 
2.4 E/24 co 
Vl(t+72,x,,p,)< -CoUt+~2,xt,P,)+ 2 . 
Using differential inequality, we obtain 
Vt + z2, x,, p,) < eccocr-ro) 
[ 
V(to + t2, x,~, JI,,) -y 1 
+ u(E/2d) 
2 ’ 
vt 3 to. 
Find T, > 0, so that it satisfies 
(9) 
e u(E/2d) -coTkl(60) < 7 
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and 
e ‘ITI [ b6,) + c I( r ) . El] < E/2. 
Thus, when t 2 t,, + r,, using (9), we obtain 
I Dx, - Dp,i < 42d. (10) 
Let T= 2T, + r, then when t > t, + T, using (7) in Lemma 1 and (IO), we 
have 
1x,--p,/ <PT’ (b I%-~t,l +c. SUP P,-Dp,lI r”<u<r 
+d. sup I& - DPA 
Q+T,GU<f 
d ~12 + d . (&/2d) = E, Vt b t, + T, 
i.e., p(t) is quasi-uniformly asymptotic stable for t > to. 
(4) From the third step proof, we may know that for any almost 
periodic solution p(t) of Eq. (1 ), t E R, we have 
IP(t)-ji(t)l ‘0, as t+a3. 
By the almost periodic property, we obtain 
p(t) = p(t), Vt E R, 
i.e., the almost periodic solution of Eq. (1) is unique. Finally, we prove 
mod(p) = mod(f). Suppose h I is any sequence and satisfies that for any 
compact W in CH*, f( t + yk, cp) converge to f(t, cp) uniformly on R x W as 
k -+ a~ Since p(t) is an almost periodic function, there exists {yk,) c (yk), 
so that p(t + yk,) is uniformly convergent on R as j-+ co. Let Q(t) = 
lim p( t + ykj). Thus, Q(t) is an almost periodic function (see [S] ). It is easy 
to prove that Q(t) is a solution of Eq. (1). We have Q(t) = p(t) by the 
uniqueness of p(t). It implies that mod(p)cmod(f) (see [S]). 
When f(t + o, cp) =f(t, cp) for (t, cp) E R x CHL, it is easy to know that 
Eq. (1) has a o-periodic solution. This is the end of the proof of the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose D is a stable operator, and there is V: R+ x CM. x 
C “. + R+ continuous that satisfies condition (i) and (iii) of Theorem 2 and 
(ii)’ IVft, cpl, till- V(t+ 92, Ji2)l S U(D~D, -@2)-(W, -WA 
L>O const. for (tr(Pi,IC/i)ER+xCH.XCH., i=l,2. 
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Suppose Eq. (1) has a solution t(t), I[,\ <HI< H*, t> to. If u-‘(LK/c,) 
(c + d) + H, <H< H* (where Ih( <K, t E R, c and d are the numbers in 
Lemma l), then Eq. (2) has a unique almost periodic solution p(t) which 
is uniformly asymptotic stable, and mod(p) c mod(f, h). Furthermore, if 
f(t, rp) and h(t) are o-periodic in t, then Eq. (2) has a w-periodic solution. 
Proof. Let a, b, c, d be numbers in Lemma 1. Suppose (xj’jt,, cp), 
yj’)(to, cp)) is a solution of Eq. (l)* through (to, (cp, 9)) and (x$*‘(t,, cp), 
yi2’(t,, 1(1)) is a solution of Eq. (2)* through (to, (cp, rl/)). Using condition 
(ii)‘, we have 
- J’(t + h, x::),k cp), y’,‘!k +))I 
6 -co vt, cp, $1, V(t,cp,II/)ER+xC,.xC,t. 
It is only required to prove that Eq. (2) has a solution q(t) on [to, co) by 
Theorem2, irJ<H<H* for t>t,>O. Let (p=<,,, )It=xt2)(t0,(P) be the 
solution of Eq. (2) through (to, q) and [to, /I) be its maximal existence 
interval to the right. 
+hE-6+ i [V(t+h,5 r+h, q,+h)- J'(t+h> tr+h,X!?h(t, ?,))I 
d -co Vt, if,, rr) + LK Vt E [to, B). 
Using differential inequality, we obtain 
V(t, (,, q,) < eCcocr-to) 
[ 
uto, t,,, rl,,) - 5 1 + CG e CO Vt E[to, P). 
Thus, we have 
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Therefore. 
From (6) in Lemma 1, we obtain 
It,-?,I <emu+ ‘“)[b It,,-?,,I +c. sup IW5,-u1,~11 rosu<r 
It implies 
lllrl <up’ 5 
(“> 
. (c + d) + H, ,< H < H*, v’t E [to, P). 
Thus, B = +co. This is the end of proof of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose D is a stable operator, and there is V: Rt x CH. x 
H* + R+ continuous that satisfies condition (ii)’ of Theorem 3, condition 
iii) of Theorem 2, and 
(i) M,ID~-DlClldV(t,cp,cCI)6u(lcp-~I), UECIP, v(O)=O. 
If Eq. (1) has a solution t(t). It,1 d H< H*, t > t,, then for any 
/?: H*>/?>H and N>nfcc).M (where h4 is the number in (4)), there is 
q0 > 0, such that when 0 < q < qO, Eq. (3) has a unique solution in B, N. 
Furthermore, if f (t, cp), g( t, cp) is o-periodic in t, then when 0 d q< qo, 
Eq. (3) has a w-periodic solution. 
Proof: For j? > H, N > n(H)M, we first prove that there is q2 > 0, such 
that when 0 6 v] < q2, for any rp E B, iv, system 
~Dn,=f(t,Ji)+s.g(t,'PI) (11) 
has a unique solution in B, ,,,. 
Let C, = sup{ Jg(t, cp,)(; tE R, (PE B, ,}. By Lemma 3, C, < +co. 
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Suppose x(t) is a solution of Eq. (11) that satisfies x,, = <,,, and its 
maximal existence interval to the right is [to, a). We have 
By differential inequality, we obtain 
V(t,x,,~,)~e~‘“(‘-‘O) 
[ 
V(fo,~,o,~,,)-~ +L.G 
CO 1 CO 
6 -w, 3 t E [to, a). 
CO 
From condition (i)‘, we have 
Using Lemma 1, we obtain 
Ix, - (,I 6 epactpro)[b Ix,, - 5,,1+ c. sup ID(x, - 5,)ll 
ro<u<r 
+d. SUP I~(x,-5,)1 
Il)CU,c, 
VLCI G(c+d). sup IW,-4,)l B(c+d)*c, t E Ito, El. 
rosu<r 0 0 
Thus, we have 
?LC, Ix,1 d (c + d) - 4LCl c M +lt,lB(c+d)c+H. 
0 0 0 0 
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By the supposition, we know that there is ‘I, > 0, such that when 
0 d q <‘I,, (c + d)(+LC,/cOMO) + H < /? < H*. Hence, x(t) is infinite 
continuable to the right, i.e., x = + co. Suppose (1 1 )* denotes a product 
system of Eq. (11). As the proof of (12), it is easy to see 
By Theorem 2, we know that Eq. (11) has a unique almost periodic 
solution p(t) that is uniformly asymptotically stable, mod(p) c mod(f; g), 
and 
IPJ 
?LC, 
Gc (c+d)+ H. 
0 0 
For any t,, t,e R 
d n 
[( 
% (c+d)+H)+~C,]-lr,-r*,. 
0 0 
By (5), we obtain 
2 (c+d)+H)+*C,].l~,r,l. 
0 0 
Since B > H, N > Mn(H), we may find ylz > 0, such that when 0 < q < Y/~, 
Eq. (11) has a unique solution in B, ,,,. 
For any cp E B,, N, let Tcp be a unique solution of Eq. (11) in B, N. Thus, 
TisamappingfromBg,NtoBg,N.Foranycp,J/EBB.N,f~O,as(l2),we 
have 
=hE+ $ CUt+k (TV),,,, (W)r+h)- v(t> (TvL (V),)l 
G -co f’(t, (Tq)r, (WI,) + -9 Id6 rp,) - id& $,)I 
G -coVh (TV),, (WL)+L~~llcp-$11”. 
Using differential inequality, we obtain 
f’(c (TV),, (WI,) 
,<e -=” WA (Tv)o, (W)o) - 
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From condition (i)‘, we have 
P(T~),-~(WLI 
- 
Since TV, T$ E B, ,,,, there is a sequence {a,}, such that Tq(t + a,) - 
W(t + 4 -+ TV(~) - W(f) uniformly on R as IZ + cc. t + ~1, is used instead 
of t in (13). Using the continuity of operator D, we have 
- 
P(Tv),-D(Tti),I 6% llcp-$ll”l 0 0 for tER. (14) 
By Lemma 1, when t > 0, we have 
l(W),- (W),I 
re~“‘[b.ID(T~),-D(T~),I +c. sup 
O<U<f 
+d.oyu;t MWL--D(W)uI 
. . 
- 
b.(D(Tq),-D(T$),I +c.$ 
0 0 A 
- 
+d. 
If t + CI, is used instead of t on the above, and n -+ co, we obtain, for any 
tER, 
I(W),- (T$),I <df$. ll(P-*/I”. 
0 0 
Let ylo = min(ql, q2, coMo/dLR}, then when 0 < rl< qo, T is a contraction 
mapping from B, N to B, N. Hence, T has a unique fixed point in B,,. 
If f, g is o-periodic in t, it is easy to see that there is qo, such that when 
0 <q < qo, Eq. (3) has a w-periodic solution. This is the end. 
Remark. It is easy to see that the results in [l-3] are the special cases 
of the above theorems when Dq = ~(0) for cp E C. 
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